
EXPERIENCE CONTROL WITH 
CENTRALIZED PC POWER MANAGEMENT
Seek Simplicity, Automation and Granularity

PC power management presents companies of all sizes an immediate 
opportunity to significantly reduce energy costs, create smaller organiza-
tional carbon footprints and extend IT asset longevity. 

This white paper presents facility managers, energy managers, sustain-
ability officers, corporate responsibility officers, financial directors, green 
committees and IT administrators an introductory overview on: 
 

The staggering realities of PC energy 
consumption.

The tangible ROI and sustainability benefits 
generated by proper PC power management. 

PC power management considerations.

PwrSmartTM from New Boundary 
Technologies.
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Globally, computers 
create 54 million tons in 
needless CO2 emissions/
year, the equivalent of 11 
million automobiles or 20 
coal plants.1

THE STAGGERING NuMbERS
The data and energy costs associated with failing to recognize and address PC 
power management are staggering: 

Nearly 110 million U.S. workers use a PC regularly to do their jobs, yet only 
36-50% of employees shut down their PCs at the end of the day.2,3  

The average PC left on all day and night consumes more than 700 kilowatt-
hours (kWh) of electricity per year – more than the average refrigerator – 
and wastes almost 400 kWh when running at full power when not in use.4

 

The average desktop PC wastes half of the energy it consumes as heat, re-
sulting in higher electricity bills and increased greenhouse gas emissions.5

PC energy costs are the largest single contributor to overall IT energy costs 
and can account for a quarter of the costs in a modern office building – rank-
ing just behind heating/cooling systems and lighting.6,7  

U.S. companies waste anywhere between $2.8 and $4.0 billion annually and 
emit 20 million tons of carbon dioxide to power PCs that aren’t shut down.8,9
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IT ENERGy CONSuMPTION
IT energy usage is rising by as much as 15% annually according to industry esti-
mates. As organizations continue to add more hardware, devices and peripherals 
to the power grid, it will only become more of a business imperative to cut energy 
usage and reduce costs through simple means such as PC power management. 

                    

 Louisiana State University

If the cost savings benefits alone aren’t enough motivation, numerous local, state 
and national governments are establishing energy efficiency regulations that 
require organizations to adopt “green IT” initiatives, such as implementing 
tighter PC power management policies. 
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Automating PC power 
management can cut PC-
related energy costs by 
60% or more.10 

THE ROI SuPPORTS THE EffORT
The good news: Implementing an enterprise-wide power management strategy 
and solution has never been easier, and the ROI is tangible, immediate and well 
within reach for organizations of all sizes.

Forecasted Savings from PC Power Management

U.S. Environmental Protection Agency   

Most organizations that implement a PC power management strategy to power 
down computers can save between $25 and $75 per PC annually.11,12

Additionally, numerous utility companies and governing bodies also have stepped 
up to offer rebates pushing $15 per computer to organizations that adopt and par-
ticipate in a PC power management program, helping reduce or eliminate up-front 
investments. 

SuSTAINAbILITy MADE EASy
On top of immediate cost savings, PC power management creates smaller orga-
nizational carbon footprints and quickly and easily contributes to sustainability 
and green IT initiatives. PC energy usage accounts for 40% of organizations’ total 
IT device consumption and adopting PC power management can reduce overall 
corporate energy consumption by 15%.13,14

Three-Year Totals

www.energystar.gov/ia/products/power_mgt/LowCarbonITSavingsCalc.xls
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PC POWER MANAGEMENT CONSIDERATIONS

uNDERSTANDING COMMON NOMENCLATuRE
It’s easy to get caught up in some of the PC power management nomenclature, but 
three terms in particular require careful explanation: shut downs, power downs and 
power settings.

Shut Down
PC is completely turned off and all functions stop; users can not access the com-
puter remotely.

Power Down
Also referred to as “sleep,” “hibernate” or “suspend;” PC moves into an energy sav-
ing power mode to reduce energy consumption; PC is still technically on and remote 
user access is permitted. Variations:

Sleep | Stand By | Suspend: PC is placed in temporary stand-by mode and 
resumes directly to screen and application(s) running prior to suspension; 
consumes more energy than hibernate.

Hibernate: PC saves current desktop state and powers down; consumes less 
energy than suspending PC.

Power Settings
Power settings are operations that perform certain functions based on a pre-defined 
occurrence, such as shutting the screen down after five minutes of inactivity.
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One study of Windows end-
users found that almost half 
of them disabled the sleep  
timers on their PCs.15

By some estimates, 
90% of desktops 
do not utilize power 
management settings.16 

THE CASE fOR CENTRALIZED PC POWER MANAGEMENT
A centralized PC power management solution is the most effective option for or-
ganizations that want to reap the greatest PC energy savings and sustainability 
benefits. These solutions overcome common barriers associated with end-user 
involvement, internal power management settings and decentralized approaches 
to PC power management, including:

Policy Compliance
Policy compliance is the most common issue associated with proper PC power 
management. For example, as new computers cycle in, computers get passed 
down or settings inadvertently switched, PC power settings start to “drift” – lead-
ing to uncontrolled PC power use across an organization. The scale and fre-
quency in which PC power use would have to be monitored and changed manu-
ally makes it a prohibitive exercise for most organizations.

Additionally, even the most thorough desktop-centric power management 
program will be thwarted by a considerable number of users who purposefully 
change settings on their own despite leadership’s energy education and aware-
ness efforts. A proper centralized solution eliminates drift and ensures any PC 
power settings that fall out of compliance are immediately reverted back into 
compliance.

User Education
Even if an individual wanted to get smart about PC power management, many 
PC users underutilize the PC power management features that are available 
to them, or do not use them at all. One reason for this is lack of awareness; 
research shows that nearly one-third of U.S. employees who use a PC at work 
have no idea what their computer’s power settings are, or how to change the set-
tings.17 A solid centralized PC power management solution eliminates the need 
for any end-user involvement and inappropriate PC power setting selection.

Lack of Transparency
A common issue with many decentralized power management programs is the 
total lack of transparency surrounding a PC’s internal power settings. Windows 
operating systems lack the tools necessary to monitor, collect data on or report 
a PC’s energy usage and efficiencies. Centralized PC power management solu-
tions deliver IT administrators greater visibility into PC energy usage across the 
network, allowing organizations to appropriately group-profile multiple PCs and 
optimize their settings for greater energy savings.

Newer is Not the Solution
While new computers have enhanced PC power management features, a cen-
tralized PC power management solution is still required to most efficiently man-
age all PCs – old or new – to achieve optimal efficiency and sustainability gains. 
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PWRSMART: SIMPLE, AuTOMATED AND GRANuLAR 
PC POWER MANAGEMENT
A truly strategic and aggressive enterprise-wide PC power management program 
is the only way to ensure optimal energy efficiency and cost savings. PC power 
management generates measurable ROI and is a great first green IT project. Rapid, 
hard savings from PC power management can fund additional green IT initiatives.

To get there, companies need a solution that systematically and safely powers down 
PCs without compromising the ability to perform software updates and patches.  
Any solution must also give administrators the transparency necessary to optimize 
energy usage and report on power management – all while maintaining network 
security. Also paramount is permitting mission-critical computers to stay on 24/7 and 
allowing end-users to appropriately access their computers when needed.

One leading solution that fulfills these requirements is  
PwrSmart from New Boundary Technologies.

PwrSmart is a simple, automated PC power management solution that centrally 
controls PC power settings and energy consumption. The solution – available either 
as an installed software or a browser-based service – creates a self-monitoring, 
self-maintaining PC power management environment that reduces energy costs, 
extends the life of IT assets and supports green initiatives.
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PWRSMART EXCELS IN ITS SIMPLICITy, AuTOMATION 
AND GRANuLARITy

SIMPLICITy

Intuitive interface makes it simple to create, modify and assign power set-
tings across PCs

Patented technology with PwrGroups™ make it simple to dynamically target 
and group computer configurations with similar power management require-
ments – standardizing PC power management across an organization

U.S. EPA-recommended power schemes or custom power schemes are 
easy to implement

Solution does not impact user productivity and is invisible to end-users

Dynamic energy savings calculator displays real-time insight into managed 
systems based on multiple criteria 

Flexible reporting engine creates standard or customized reports

AuTOMATION

Solution automatically applies, controls and enforces power management 
schemes with no manual intervention

Patented technology monitors configuration changes and automatically en-
forces selected power management profiles and settings, even if end-users 
try to disable or change them

Self-monitoring and self-controlling features maximize savings with minimal 
impact on IT staff
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GRANuLARITy

Flexible and intelligent power management approach controls and enforces 
multiple power profiles on the same system to accommodate different power 
settings depending on the time of day

Solution meets any update, maintenance, shut down and/or hibernation re-
quirement on any computer, at any time

PwrGroups dynamically target and group computer configurations with similar 
power management requirements

PwrGroups encompass, but are not limited to: Active Directory groups, loca-
tion, IP address ranges, hardware configuration, operating system languages 
or time zones

Solution exempts PCs from scheduled power management events when spe-
cific parameters are met to ensure critical processes and applications are not 
interrupted

Highly configurable, granular interface delivers customized views, simplified 
client installation and changing polling intervals

Pre-defined security roles and customized permissions allow or deny access 
to specific functions
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PWRSMART IN ACTION
Many PwrSmart clients, spanning a variety of industries and sizes, have found the 
solution delivers rapid ROI. 

Sentara Healthcare
Sentara Healthcare (Norfolk, Va.) uses PwrSmart to manage six power classifica-
tions across its 10,000-plus PCs, workstations and devices. These classifications 
articulate which computers should automatically power down at night and which 
workstations must stay on 24/7 to ensure the delivery of health services/patient 
care. With PwrSmart’s “set it and forget it” functionality, any changes to the power 
management settings automatically revert into compliance. The organization esti-
mates savings of $200,000 annually using PwrSmart for PC power management.

Nova Hreod Magnet School
Nova Hreod (Swindon, England) uses PwrSmart to centrally control power set-
tings and energy consumption. In a typical month, the school saves nearly $5,000 
(£3,000) using PwrSmart to ensure its 595 non-laptop computers are powered 
down when not in use. Over the course of three years, Nova Hreod will save nearly 
$180,000 (£108,000) and 78,000 kWh using PwrSmart.

Additional PwrSmart Customers Forecasted Three-Year Savings

“We first tried to manage 
PC power management 
settings by going from 
computer-to-computer and 
manually running power 
management scripts – a 
cumbersome and inef-
ficient process. Today, 
PwrSmart makes control-
ling PC power manage-
ment settings simple.”

Dalton Godwin
Nova Hreod’s IT manager
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Footnotes  1. Climate Savers Computing Consortium 2. PC Energy Report 2009  3. U.S. EPA  4. U.S. EPA 
5. Climate Savers Computing Consortium   6. Gartner   7. New Boundary Technologies  8. PC Energy Report 2009  
9. U.S. Dept. of Energy  10. U.S. EPA  11. Climate Savers Computing Consortium  12. U.S. EPA  13. Gartner  
14. New Boundary Technologies  15. PC Energy Report 2009  16. Climate Savers Computing Consortium  
17. PC Energy Report 2009

START SAvING TODAy WITH CENTRALIZED 
PC POWER MANAGEMENT
Contact New Boundary Technologies today to see how implementing centralized  
PC power management and PwrSmart can help your organization quickly and  
easily reduce energy costs, increase IT and operational efficiency, create a smaller 
organizational carbon footprint and extend IT asset longevity. 

New Boundary Technologies
1300 Godward Street NE
Suite 3100
Minneapolis, MN 55413
612.379.3805 or 800.747.4487
info@newboundary.com
www.newboundary.com

PwrSmart, SmartUpdate and PwrGroups are 
trademarks of New Boundary Technologies Inc. 
New Boundary Technologies is a registered 
trademark of New Boundary Technologies Inc.

©  2010 New Boundary Technologies, Inc. 
All rights reserved

free energy savings audits 

30-dayand 

free trials of PwrSmart.

New Boundary Technologies offers 

Call 800.747.4487 or visit  
www.pwrsmart.com for more details.


